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Understanding the geography of discontent:
perceptions of government’s biases against left-
behind places
Lawrence McKay , Will Jennings and Gerry Stoker

Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Southampton,
Southampton, UK

ABSTRACT
Governments need to make choices over distributing resources and managing
socioeconomic change, which can have geographically uneven effects. This
may give rise to perceptions of institutional bias against left-behind places,
treating them like they ‘don’t matter’, which has been widely linked to
populism. Which voters develop this viewpoint remains unclear. This study
explores citizens’ perceptions of geographic bias across five European
democracies (Britain, Croatia, France, Germany, and Spain), using original
surveys and granular contextual data. Our results reveal that perceptions of
geographic bias are widespread. Clear majorities see government as biased
towards rich areas and capital cities, while around half of respondents
perceive bias against rural areas. Perceptions of geographical bias reflect
individuals’ location, lack of trust in government, holding populist attitudes,
and being more left-wing, but not being a supporter of a populist party. Our
results suggest potential for mainstream left/liberal parties, not just populists,
to exploit perceptions of bias.
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KEYWORDS Geography of discontent; place-based resentment; left-behind places; urban-rural divide;
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Introduction

The central theme of recent developments in electoral geography across
North America and large swathes of Western Europe is a backlash of the per-
iphery – ‘the revenge of the places that don’t matter’ (Rodríguez-Pose, 2018),
‘forgotten’ and ‘left behind’ towns. These divides reflect electoral trends
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driven by shifting allegiances of residents from areas who feel marginalised,
neglected and disrespected by government and political elites (Dijkstra et al.,
2020; Kenny & Luca, 2021; Lago, 2022; McKay, 2019; McKay et al., 2021; Mitsch
et al., 2021; Stein et al., 2021). Feelings of deprivation or disadvantage relative
to other groups are central to citizens’ backing for populist leaders, parties
and movements across many advanced democracies (e.g., Gest, 2016;
Gidron & Hall, 2020). Geography is a key axis of grievance: areas subject to
relative economic distress, social degradation or deficits in representation
are vulnerable to a politics of resentment and, it follows, are fertile ground
for populist politics (e.g., Bolet, 2021; Broz et al., 2021; Carreras et al., 2019;
Castanho Silva & Wratil, 2021).

This ‘geography of discontent’ (Los et al., 2017) has been identified with
right-wing authoritarian populism and thereby as a destabilising force in
liberal democracies. Indeed, the populist potential of these resentments is
clear. Contemporary forms of populism demand a democracy that ‘delivers
what the people want’. Most commentators (Mudde & Kaltwasser, 2017;
Müller, 2017; Urbinati, 2014) agree that at its core populism is an anti-
phenomenon; it expresses itself by articulating strong resentment or opposi-
tion towards another. It entails a distinction between a pure and sovereign
people and a corrupt and unresponsive political elite. Populism relies to a
great degree on the capacity of leaders to manipulate resentment, based
on real or perceived unfairness.

There is little doubt that the ‘geography of discontent’ is a potent catch-all
phrase, but, as Ejrnæs et al. (2023, this issue) note, it is ‘multidimensional in
nature and used in various ways’. Moreover, we need to address an important
puzzle identified by Ejrnæs et al. as to why geographically-based resentments
develop in diverse places and not just the regions of greatest decline. For
example, as Vasilopolou and Talving (2023, this issue) point out, Euroscepti-
cism is highest in middle-income not low-income regions. This article there-
fore seeks to advance our understanding of the geography of discontent in
four ways.

Our initial theoretical contribution is to challenge the assumption in much
current academic and non-academic discourse that discontent expressed by
the public over the treatment of their place or community is an abnormal or
even new feature of democratic politics. Perceptions of bias on the part of
government against particular geographical areas, or against certain
groups, may add fuel to populist mobilisation. However, we highlight the
possibility that perceptions of geographic bias may not automatically lead
to support for populist parties, and might instead reflect ‘normal’ distribu-
tional conflicts, long present in the politics of democracies. If politics is, as
Lasswell (1936) claimed, all about ‘ …who gets what, when, how’, then distri-
butive politics and associated claims of perceptions of bias by government
towards certain areas or groups might be integral features of the way that
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politics operates. Distributive policies are fundamentally about allocations of
government goods and services to identifiable localities or groups. As politi-
cal economy analysis of democracies has long argued, public authorities
confer geographically concentrated benefits while diffusing costs across
the electorate. Thus, while services and investments are focused on particular
demographics and geographies, the tax system generally operates across the
whole of the geographical space of a country (Golden & Min, 2013; Weingast
et al., 1981). Areas can be winners or losers from ‘pork-barrel politics’, specific
economic policies or spending on public services. Citizens in different areas or
in different socio-economic positions, occupations or industries can also be
relative winners or losers of economic forces that government has accepted
or accelerated (e.g., Kriesi et al., 2006). From this perspective, perceptions
of bias on the part of government might be both dispersed and widespread,
as different areas or groups assess whether they have gained or lost in the
game of distributive politics.

Our second, related theoretical contribution is to connect the geography
of discontent debate with cleavage theory, which offers a more historical
and socio-structural perspective to explain which geographic divides are
likely to be politically salient in advanced post-industrial Western democra-
cies (Ford & Jennings, 2020). Key cleavages are the urban-rural divide, a
centre-periphery split between capital cities (centres of government and
commerce) and other locations, and between richer and poorer areas, all
reflecting the essential dynamics established by economic and political mod-
ernisation in the 19th and 20th centuries (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967). The litera-
ture on the geography of discontent largely consists of focused explorations
of one divide at a time: we argue that a fuller picture is offered by the clea-
vages framework.

This development in turn leads to our methodological advance. To move
forward, we need to develop more precise measures of, and greater clarity
about, which areas are felt to be favoured by those in power and how this
reflects feelings of distrust in government and politicians. We propose a
new set of survey measures of felt geographic bias that tap perceptions of
whether government favours urban or rural areas, capitals or non-capitals,
or rich over poor areas. These measures will give us a fuller picture of the
resentments felt by citizens, in that they all relate to biases in the distribution
of resources and attention by government to particular areas. In short, they all
address the issue of the potential for collective injustice and harm by elites.
We develop and validate a new survey battery that is designed to measure
perceived geographic bias, with a cross-national design including high-
quality samples from five European democracies (Britain, Croatia, France,
Germany, and Spain) and with postcode level identifiers allowing for
precise contextual measures.
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These three innovations in turn lead us to our fourth contribution: novel
empirical findings. We show that perceptions of bias are widespread. Clear
majorities of the public believe that government is biased towards rich
areas and capital cities, while around half of respondents perceive there to
be bias against rural areas. These are reflective of a general perceived bias
that can be distinguished from ‘place resentment’ focused on the
perceived treatment of one’s own area. Perceptions of geographical bias
reflect individuals’ location, their lack of trust in government and being
more left-wing, but not being a supporter of a populist party – several of
these predictors differing from those of place resentment. There are vari-
ations in how these relationships play out in different countries and we
explore these in analysis too, reflecting on the importance of context. In
the debate about the drivers of resentment thus far much of the debate
has been over whether economic factors (individual or community based)
or social factors (including loss of status or standing) dominate. Our
findings suggest that political factors also have a role to play, including
lack of trust and ideology.

The geography of discontent: exploring the politics of
perceived bias

We first explore the cleavages that underlie perceptions of geographic bias
and then explore the contextual and individual factors that we believe
make certain people in particular areas more likely to perceive bias than
others. For Cramer (2016, pp. 5–6), rural resentment is shorthand for ‘a
sense that decision makers routinely ignore rural places and fail to give
rural communities their fair share of resources… that government and
public employees are the product of anti-rural forces’. She argues that rural
resentment has three components: rural residents feel looked down upon
by elites (cultural), believe their area does not receive its ‘fair share’ (distribu-
tive), and see their interests and concerns as neglected by those in power
(representational). Resentment is thus based on the idea that your commu-
nity or area is being treated less well than others. In that sense it is a collective
expression of relative deprivation. This idea draws from the social psychologi-
cal theory of reference groups and, in particular, the tendency of people to
frame grievances relative to the setting in which they are situated (Runciman,
1966). Comparisons could be made over time (‘my area has got worse’) or
geographically (‘my area is worse off than other areas’). Beyond relative depri-
vation, some focus on the emergence of feelings of hostility towards those
areas that are better off than your own.

Recent studies have made efforts to explore these sentiments in survey
research. Munis (2022, pp. 1057–1058) develops a measure of place resent-
ment, as ‘hostility towards place-based outgroups perceived as enjoying
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underserved benefits beyond those enjoyed by one’s place-based ingroups’,
showing how place resentments apply not just in rural areas of the US but
exist ‘with important variation – across geographic contexts’. Borwein and
Lucas (2022) take a similar approach in Canada. de Lange et al. (2022) shift
focus to the Netherlands, where they find that ‘regional’ resentment is
both a rural and peripheral phenomenon. In the Dutch context, Huijsmans
(2022) and de Lange et al. (2022) also identify a correlation with populist atti-
tudes while showing that regional/place resentment is meaningfully different
to populism.

We agree with the essential insight that resentment stems from percep-
tion of the favouring of one area over another. One possible basis for those
comparisons relate to long-standing cleavages in industrial societies. Lipset
and Rokkan (1967) show that national politics in industrialised democracies
reflected underlying socio-economic structures, group identities, interests
and conflicts (Bartolini & Mair, 1990, p. 215). Those in turn were a response
to powerful historical developments in these countries, namely the rise of
the nation state, the industrial revolution, and the growing secularisation
of society. These developments provided the seeds for underlying conflicts
in society expressed through politics and political parties. The rise of the
nation state produced a (territorial) cleavage between the central state and
peripheral communities. The industrial revolution underpinned both a (geo-
graphical) urban/rural cleavage and a (socio-economic) worker/employer or
labour-capital cleavage. These cleavages provide the breeding ground for
the perception of government biases that drive place-based resentment: per-
iphery versus centre, rural versus urban, and rich versus poor. As a basic short-
hand, we refer periodically to poor, rural and peripheral places as ‘left behind’,
reflecting not our normative judgement but the weight of contemporary
public and elite discourses treating them as relative ‘losers’ of change (Pike
et al., 2023).

Cleavages have changed and developed since the original formulation by
Lipset and Rokkan (see Ford & Jennings, 2020 for a recent review). Many com-
mentaries observe that once ‘frozen’ cleavages have thawed, leading to deal-
ignments and realignments in the structure of political competition across
many advanced democracies, especially in Western Europe and North
America (Dalton, 2018; Kriesi, 1998; Kriesi et al., 2006). Others (Elff, 2007; Elff
& Rossteutscher, 2011; van der Brug et al., 2009) argue that the religious div-
ision is decreasingly in political importance, except in a few cases. The rise of
the EU and the broader forces of globalisation has altered the standing of the
nation state, and the processes of deindustrialisation and the development of
service-based economies made class cleavages more complicated. In this
context, geographic cleavages, which cross-cut individual demographics,
can play a role for voters who may be less clearly ‘sorted’ in other ways. Of
course, these cleavages may themselves have evolved (for example,
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through more geographically mobile voters) but, given the substantial evi-
dence of geographic divides in recent voter behaviour, they would seem to
have sustained or even enhanced relevance.

Our approach differs from existing studies, which either (a) ask respon-
dents whether their area is under-represented or (b) ask respondents in
rural areas whether rural areas are under-represented and those in urban
areas whether urban areas are under-represented. Instead, we argue that
anyone can share a sense of government’s bias against rural, urban or periph-
eral places: hence, we pose the same questions to all respondents. As an
average across societies, we expect that there will be a sense of bias
against such ‘left-behind places’. Leaving aside actions that may reinforce
or challenge perceptions of bias, it is highly intuitive for voters to see
central governments and their ministers, who command high incomes and
social positions and are geographically concentrated in (small parts of) a
national capital, and to identify them with affluent, urban and core areas
rather than as champions of the left-behind. However, we anticipate that
certain characteristics will be associated with stronger perceptions of geo-
graphical bias. Firstly, we anticipate that political attitudes and identities of
individuals may predispose them to perceive geographical bias. Secondly,
we posit a role for contextual explanations: where people live should be
related to their perceptions of geographical bias.

Individual-level explanations

We contend that perception of bias may be related to individual political atti-
tudes and identities. A recurring theme in the literature on inequality
suggests that those on the political left (or ‘liberals’ in American studies) per-
ceive greater degrees of societal inequality (e.g., Bartels, 2008; Volpi and
Giger, 2022): indeed, Chambers et al. (2014) find that American liberals over-
estimate income differences and are less accurate in their perceptions than
conservatives. No similar evidence exists for perceptions of spatial inequal-
ities, but it is at least plausible that the same applies given the underlying
cognitive mechanisms (Volpi and Giger, 2022). Research also suggests that
individuals on the left will not only perceive more inequality, but will attribute
this more to structural causes than those on the right. For example, whereas
right-wingers (who tend to justify rather than challenge social systems, see
Jost, 2020) attribute the underlying roots of poverty to misbehaviours such
as laziness and drug use, left-wingers often blame ‘biased government pol-
icies’ (Weiner et al., 2011). Applying the same expectations to geography,
we develop our first hypothesis:

H1 The more left-wing an individual is, the stronger their perception of geo-
graphical bias.
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Feelings of place or regional resentment have become entwined with our
understandings of support for populist parties and movements in recent
years (e.g., Cramer, 2016; de Lange et al., 2022; Gest, 2016). In general,
populist voters are inclined towards perception of a rich and powerful
elite rigging things in their own favour. This elite is often imagined as
clustering in capital cities or areas therein (where political and economic
power lies): in the UK, phrases such as the ‘Westminster Bubble’ and ‘Isling-
ton Set’ describe it. Some populist movements are also associated with the
fetishisation of countryside/periphery (Valero, 2022) – presenting a utopian
vision of their country, unspoiled by social changes they view as negative
which are concentrated in cities (e.g., liberalisation of sexuality, immigra-
tion). Being inclined to see that version of the country as ‘under threat’
might be expected to increase feelings of relative (geographic) deprivation
(Meuleman et al., 2020). Moreover, these populist supporters may also be
primed by party cues and messages presenting particular areas as disadvan-
taged: thus, both endogenous and exogenous factors may drive
a connection between populism and perceptions of geographical bias.
We therefore propose the following pair of hypotheses:

H2 The higher an individual’s level of populist attitudes, the stronger their per-
ception of geographical bias.

H3 Perceptions of geographical bias are stronger among supporters of populist
parties.

Finally, feelings that government favours certain areas over others may be a
function of more generalised distrust of government. Individuals with low
levels of political trust are less inclined to see government as following prin-
ciples of fairness/impartiality in general, which may extend to a perception
that those in power treat people in different places unequally. This conten-
tion is important for sustaining the implicit idea in many studies that ‘the
geography of discontent’ is an expression of political distrust combined
with widespread belief that national government is biased against certain
areas (i.e., the belief that government is biased against rural, peripheral,
poorer areas should reflect lower levels of political trust overall). Our fourth
hypothesis is therefore as follows:

H4 The lower an individual’s trust in the government, the stronger their percep-
tion of geographical bias.

To be clear, these hypotheses and our statistical tests regarding individual-
level predictors are not designed to test a causal relationship (which is not
possible using our cross-sectional data) and are therefore posed in the
language of ‘associations’. Nonetheless, the mechanisms we describe do gen-
erally point to the relationships being more in one direction than the other
(effects on perceived bias rather than of perceived bias). This partly reflects
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our understanding of the ‘stickiness’ of political attitudes such as trust (Devine
and Valgardsson, 2023) and ideology, the latter strongly reflect parental
influence (Jennings et al., 2009) and fundamental values/orientations
(Piurko et al., 2011). It also reflects our general assumption that perceptions
of bias are a consequence of ‘normal’ politics: perceptions of geographic
bias are formed when people bring to bear their general political predisposi-
tions on (increasingly salient) issues around geographical inequalities.

Contextual explanations

Straightforwardly, although people in all areas will likely perceive biases
toward affluent urban centres, we expect perceptions of pro-urban bias to
be stronger in rural areas; perceived pro-capital bias to be stronger in the per-
iphery; and perceived bias towards affluent areas to be stronger in less-well
off localities. In other words, for perceived bias, context matters because
the sense of ‘bias against’ areas like one’s own in poor/rural/peripheral
areas is not matched by an equally strong sense of ‘bias towards’ in rich/
urban/central areas. This is justified on multiple grounds: material, psycho-
logical, and political.

One way these perceptions of geographic bias may form is through the
accumulation of everyday experiences of people’s own areas and other
areas, and how the two compare. This can inform a mental picture of how
well government is serving different areas. As discussed by Ejrnæs et al.
(2023, this issue), processes of ‘benchmarking’ are likely to lead to the devel-
opment of geographically-based resentments and as Schraff and Pontusson
(2023, this issue) show, voters’ choice of benchmarks influences how
context links to resentment. Rural and peripheral areas are widely recognised
to face significant structural challenges in terms of social and economic out-
comes and the delivery of public services. Challenges in rural peripheries
increase the frequency of negative experiences. For example, well-documen-
ted difficulties in health access (Eurofound, 2019) can become vivid through
experiences like an ambulance for a friend or family member being slow to
arrive. Positive experiences are known to be less memorable than negative
ones (Rozin & Royzman, 2001), so areas with better public services and
socio-economic conditions may not acquire an equivalent sense of govern-
ment effectiveness. Furthermore, people in rural peripheries may be better
positioned to make comparisons (even if flawed or partial), such as
between public transport in cities and elsewhere, that could be interpreted
as stemming from government bias. Rural-dwellers are more likely to work
and spend leisure time in large towns and cities than the converse.1 Urba-
nites, however, might be more familiar with inequalities within the ‘centre’
– even if their specific neighbourhood is affluent, it likely rubs shoulders
with a struggling one (OECD, 2018). These tendencies may lead to
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heightened perceptions of bias against in the left-behind areas, without an
equivalent sense of bias towards in affluent, urban centres.

However, a perhaps more powerful explanation would include not just
what information people receive, but how they process it. For most people,
their geographic community defines one of their ‘in-groups’. Psychologically,
people are motivated to maintain a positive image of their in-groups (Jost &
Banaji, 1994; Tajfel, 1981). Positive features or changes are more likely to be
attributed to the local area’s qualities (its people, businesses, etc.). But those
facing more negative situations, such as high unemployment, will reject an
internal explanation that could reflect badly on the in-group (e.g., ‘local
people are lazy’) and prefer an external locus to explain problems (e.g., ‘gov-
ernment is biased against us’). In line with this, people are much more likely
to attribute responsibility to the government where the local economy is per-
ceived to be worse than average (Johnston & Pattie, 2002). This again
suggests downscale rural peripheries will feel ‘bias against’ while core areas
will not sense ‘bias towards’.

Yet we should not neglect the role of elites, especially local and national
politicians. In particular, they ensure narratives of bias that can make sense
of problems and inequalities are easily cognitively available to voters.
Modern governance typically involves vertically fragmented authority, dis-
tributed between central states and local government, allowing both to
engage in ‘blame avoidance’ (Hood, 2010) when problems arise. To escape
electoral punishment, local leaders often blame the centre (Mortensen,
2013), often in emotive ways that invoke bias. In addition to local politicians,
national parties and politicians (and perhaps populists especially) are prone
to using bias rhetoric in targeted areas. For example, Italy’s Northern
League managed to ‘frame the political elite as anti-northern’ (Woods,
2014) while, at the start of his 2019 election campaign in ‘Red Wall’ seats in
the North of England, Boris Johnson appealed to local desire to ‘force poli-
ticians in Westminster to listen to you, not just London and the southeast’
(Ford et al., 2021). Between these local and national actors, the ‘left-behind’
voter is exposed to narratives of bias towards affluent, urban centres – narra-
tives which are psychologically appealing and provide explanations of their
lived experience.

Based on this discussion, we propose the final set of hypotheses:

H5a Living in a rural area is associated with stronger perceptions of geographic
bias.

H5b Living in a more peripheral area (further from the capital) is associated with
stronger perceptions of geographic bias.

H5c Living in a relatively deprived region is associated with stronger percep-
tions of geographic bias.

JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN PUBLIC POLICY 9



Data and method

Survey data

In 2020 and 2021, we conducted original online quota surveys in five Euro-
pean countries (Britain, France, Germany, Spain, and Croatia) as part of a
wider cross-national project (see Table 1). Quotas for each sample were
based on the demographics of the country’s adult population, including
those without internet access. The British survey (December 2020) served
as a pilot for the later surveys (September-November 2021).2 Some of
these cases are well studied in terms of geographical divides (e.g., Britain,
France, Germany), though others are often neglected (e.g., Spain and
Croatia) due to a focus on Western/Northern Europe. Our surveys included
novel questions about geographic bias, precise geographic identifiers of
respondents, and items on political attitudes and behaviour. Case selection
was largely driven by the needs of the wider project, but we note that our
cases have differing profiles in terms of their electoral system (and degree
of regional autonomy), proportion of the population that lives in rural areas
vs the capital city, and levels of economic development (see Table 2). This
context is beneficial for the generalisability of the analysis to other
advanced democracies. We include an extended discussion of the cases
in Appendix A.

Outcome variables

To measure perceptions of bias, we develop and validate an original survey
battery. Our measures relate to the three key geographic cleavages we
have discussed: urban-rural, centre-periphery, and rich-poor areas. We
consider three important questions. First, what is the dimensionality of per-
ceived bias: do voters perceive three distinct biases relating to these clea-
vages, or one over-riding bias (against ‘left-behind places’ collectively)?
Second, can perceptions of geographic bias be distinguished from the
kinds of ‘place resentments’ already discussed and measured in the litera-
ture? Finally, can perceptions of geographic bias be distinguished from

Table 1. Original survey details.
Country Fieldwork Sample Company Mode Quotas

Britain 12.12.2020–18.12.2020 1476 Ipsos
Online

Age, gender, region, working
status, social grade

France 23.09.2021–20.11.2021 1548
YouGov Age, gender, region,

education, past vote
Germany 14.10.2021–23.11.2021 1558
Spain 23.09.2021–26.09.2021 1022
Croatia 29.09.2021–06.10.2021 1017
Total 12.12.2020–23.11.2021 6621

Notes: France includes a top-up sample of 498 respondents 19.11.2021–20.11.2021; Germany includes
top-up sample of 534 respondents 19.11.2021–20.11.2021.
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broader discontents with the political system, namely lack of trust and
populist attitudes?

Each survey contained the following item: ‘Please answer on the following
scales whether you think government is biased in favour of or biased against
a particular type of place, or if you don’t think it is biased.’ The question used
a seven-category scale from 1 ‘extremely biased in favour’, 4 ‘not biased’, to 7
‘extremely biased against’. The six types of area were:

(1) Rural areas
(2) Urban areas
(3) Areas far from [capital]
(4) [Capital] and nearby areas
(5) Poor areas
(6) Rich areas

Since we see perceived bias as a question of how some are treated relative to
others, we first reduce this to three scales, derived by subtracting the
responses for the opposing types of place. Thus, urban-rural bias is equal
to item (1) minus item (2), thus taking a range of values from −6 to +6. For
example, for a respondent perceiving extreme bias in favour of urban areas
(‘1’) and extreme bias against rural areas (‘7’), the overall bias score would
be equal to 6 (6 = 7 − 1). Centre-periphery bias is equal to item (3) minus

Table 2. Summary of country case information.
Croatia France Britain* Germany Spain Source

Rural population (%):
DEGURBA

43% 39% 15% 30% 23% European
Commission
(n.d.)

Rural population (%):
national census

42% 19% 16% 22% 19% World Bank
(n.d.a)

Capital (city)
population (% of
country population)

19.0% 3.3% 13.4% 4.4% 7.0% Wikimedia
foundation
(n.d.)

Capital (metro)
population (% of
country population)

30.4% 18.2% 21.5% 6.3% 14.1% Eurostat (n.d.)

Size (km2) 56,594 551,500 245,495 357,581 506,008 UN Statistics
Division (2021)

GDP per capita
(current USD)

17,399 43,519 47,334 50,802 30,116 World Bank
(n.d.b)

Inequality (Gini
coefficient)

28.9 32.4 35.1 31.7 34.3 World Bank
(n.d.c)

Years of democracy 21 75 136 31 44 Herre and Roser
(n.d.)

Electoral system family PR Plurality/
Majority

Plurality/
Majority

Mixed PR IDEA (n.d.)

State Unitary Unitary Unitary Federal Unitary Wig et al. (2015)
Regional authority
index

9.55 21.85 9.59 37.67 35.60 Shair-Rosenfield
et al. (2021)

*Statistics for UK (i.e., include Northern Ireland).
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item (4), and captures the relative perceived bias towards the capital. Rich-
poor bias is (item 5 minus item 6), capturing relative perceived bias
towards richer areas.

To test for the dimensionality, we run a principal components analysis on
the three geographic bias measures (n = 5502). Full details are available in
Appendix B. One principal component factor was retained, accounting for
63% of the variance. All three variables loaded strongly (.72 for urban bias,
.82 for centre bias, and .84 for rich bias). The extracted factor scores, rescaled
to run from 0 to 1, form our central measure of perceived geographic bias,
which we hereon abbreviate as ‘PGB’. However, since the unique variance
is not insignificant (especially for perceived urban bias), we also conduct
analysis using the three specific scales as dependent variables.

To test whether PGB can be distinguished from ‘place resentment’ and
broader political discontents, we conduct a second PCA (n = 4499). We
measure place resentment via three questions designed to tap its political,
economic and social dimensions (documented by Cramer, 2016; Munis,
2022 and Huijsmans, 2022). The political item presents a statement that gov-
ernment cares ‘less about people in my area than people in other parts of the
country’. The economic item asks people to state whether, compared to other
parts of their country, their area is (much/somewhat) poorer or richer than
average, or neither (i.e., perceived relative deprivation). The social item asks
people to position on a scale how important ‘people in my area’ are con-
sidered to wider society (adapting an item developed by Gest et al., 2018),
which speaks to perceptions of a lack of social recognition and status. To
capture broader discontents, we introduce measures of confidence in gov-
ernment, politicians and parties and a populism item drawn from Akkerman
et al. (2014). Full details can be found in Appendix B.

Table 3 displays post-rotation factor loadings. Three principal component
factors were retained, accounting for 59% of the variance. We follow the .40-
.30.-.20 rule to interpret the loadings: ‘satisfactory variables ‘(a) load onto their
primary factor above 0.40, (b) load onto alternative factors below 0.30, and (c)
demonstrate a difference of 0.20 between their primary and alternative factor

Table 3. Principal components analysis, polychoric matrix, Varimax rotation (n = 4499).
Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Uniqueness

Perceived urban bias −0.073 0.729 0.141 0.443
Perceived central bias −0.087 0.789 −0.098 0.361
Perceived rich areas bias −0.226 0.774 −0.178 0.318
Government cares about area −0.275 0.144 −0.683 0.437
Perceived relative deprivation 0.041 −0.072 0.692 0.514
Perceived social centrality of area −0.183 0.125 −0.426 0.769
Trust: parliament 0.914 −0.100 0.092 0.147
Trust: government 0.916 −0.080 0.110 0.142
Trust: parties 0.865 −0.125 −0.042 0.235
Populist attitudes −0.148 0.398 −0.282 0.740
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loadings’ (Howard, 2016, p. 55). PGB items do not load on other factors, nor
do other items load on the bias factor. The three ‘place resentment’ items
loaded onto another distinct factor, which gives us greater confidence in
treating PGB as an attitude distinct from place resentment. Trust and popu-
lism items also do not load with PGB, so we can meaningfully include them
in our models of bias and interpret the associations (as any shared variance
is not due to PGB capturing the same underlying disposition as trust or popu-
list attitudes).

Contextual variables

In our surveys, respondents are linked to postcode areas (or in the case of
Britain, lower super output areas: LSOAs)3 and European NUTS3 regions
(European Union, 2022; Office for National Statistics, 2022). Postcode areas,
LSOAs and even NUTS3s are more precise geographical units than those
available in other pan-European studies such as the European Social
Survey, which uses NUTS2 or NUTS1 in most countries. For example, France
has 18 NUTS2 regions (average population 3.8 m), 101 NUTS3 regions
(672k) and 6173 postcodes (11k); there are 34,753 LSOAs in England and
Wales (population 1.7k). LSOAs are not available for Scotland, so these
cases are dropped from the British sample.

We measure geographic and economic context at these levels. Firstly, dis-
tance to the capital is calculated as the crow-flies distance from the postcode/
LSOA centroid, relative to the farthest point on the mainland from the capital.
Secondly, urban-rural status is assigned according to official classifications –
the DEGURBA code of the postcode (European Union, 2022) or Rural-Urban
Classification code of the LSOA (Office for National Statistics, 2022) – and
recoded as binary. Thirdly, drawing on OECD data, relative economic
context is measured by the 2018 median income for the NUTS3 region as a
percentage of the median income for the whole country (OECD, 2018).

Method

Our main analysis is based on regression using the full sample, pooled across
countries (n = 3840). We use multilevel linear regression, with individuals
(Level 1) nested within postcode areas (Level 2). Table C3 reports that
around 43% of variance in perceived bias is explained at postcode level,
much more than at alternative, less granular geographies (such as NUTS-2
and NUTS-3). Therefore, we select postcode as the only higher level for our
main analysis. The data is relatively sparse at level 2 (with roughly 1.3 respon-
dents per postcode), but this is liable only to increase standard errors on level
2 coefficients rather than biasing the coefficients (Clarke, 2008). We display
results using country as a higher level as a robustness check (see Appendix
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D). Country-pooled models are weighted to equalise impact of cases across
countries.

As well as contextual variables, we include several measures of political
values and preferences. We include self-reported left-right placement on a
scale from 0 (left) to 10 (right). Our measure of political trust asks about confi-
dence in ‘the government in your country’. Populist attitudes are measured
via an item drawn from Akkerman et al. (2014), ‘The political differences
between the elite and the people are larger than the differences among
the people’. This is related to the populist worldview of ‘popular sovereignty
combined with a negative view of representative government’ (Akkerman
et al., 2014), and they show this item loads with others on a single ‘populism’
factor. Due to space constraints, we could not include a full populism battery
(which would be preferable), but using just one item is, if anything, liable to
set a more conservative test of populism’s relationship to PGB. All three atti-
tudinal variables (ideology, trust and populism) are treated as continuous for
simplicity of hypothesis testing and presentation, and rescaled to 0–1 (min–
max) to enable easier comparison of associations.

We measure party support via party identification items (which party
people said they felt closest to) in Croatia, France, Germany, and Spain, and
via voting intention items (which party people were most inclined to
support) in Britain. This forms the basis for two predictors. Parties were
coded as populist (1) or not populist (0), based on data from The PopuList
2.0 (Rooduijn et al., 2020) and Chapel Hill Expert Survey (Jolly et al., 2022),
and Wikipedia classifications of parties that were not listed in either dataset
(usually because they were too small or too recent). Appendix E explains
and shows the populism coding by party. As a control, respondents were
coded as supporting parties in government (including junior coalition part-
ners), opposition parties or none.4 We also include demographic controls in
the model: age, gender and education (degree vs. non-degree), religion
(none vs any), marriage (unmarried vs married), and working status
(employed, unemployed, retired, other), which are associated with various
political discontents, political behaviour and geography.

Lastly, we include dummy variables for regions subject to territorial-
nationalist conflict with central government. We identify regions where
>10% of people voted for regionalist parties in each of the three most
recent prior elections for which data was available (Massetti & Schakel,
2016): specifically, Bavaria, Aragon, the Canaries, Catalonia, Galicia,
the Basque Country, Navarre, and Wales (Northern Ireland and Scotland,
areas of separatist strength, are not in the sample). We note these are
mostly in the geographic periphery, so controlling for regionalism thereby
increases the likelihood of accurately estimating coefficients for distance.
We also introduce a dummy for former East Germany, which has a unique
position of being physically close to the capital but in other respects (weak
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economy, strong identity, sense of neglect) resembles a peripheral region
(Patton, 2019).

Results

We proceed through our results in five steps. First, we descriptively analyse
the distribution of survey responses on the individual bias questions to
understand the prevalence of the perception of different biases. Second,
we show how average PGB vary between countries. Third, we explore the pre-
dictors of PGB across the whole sample, using multilevel linear models, which
forms the most important part of our results section. Fourth, we compare the
predictors of PGB with those of place resentment. Finally, we present plots for
individual countries showing the relationship between each independent
variable and PGB, identifying commonalities and divergences in the
predictors.

We begin by analysing the distribution of survey responses for the entire
sample, pooled across countries. (We present only the individual items at
this stage, since the PGB factor scores cannot be easily interpreted). In
Figure 1, values above zero indicate a perceived bias towards this kind of
area, values below zero a perceived bias against, and zero meaning there
is no perceived bias for or against. Figure 2 groups responses along
these lines, showing the prevalence of bias perceptions but no information
on how extreme people think the biases are. Overall, perceptions of bias
appear highly prevalent. There was most consensus around government’s
bias towards rich areas, with 67% of respondents taking this view: 14%
of respondents are at the maximum +6 value, meaning they responded

Figure 1. Distribution of perceived geographic biases (ungrouped), pooled sample.
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‘extremely biased in favour’ for rich areas and ‘extremely biased against’ for
poor ones. Almost as common, however, were perceptions of ‘central’ bias,
towards the capital and surrounding areas, with 61% holding this opinion.
Perceptions of urban bias, at around 53%, were less common, and rarely
held as intensely. However, few perceived an opposite rural bias; while a
further 33% of responses were at 0, meaning no perception of bias. The
distribution of the original six items can be found in Appendix F.

Figure 2. Distribution of perceived geographic biases (grouped), pooled sample.

Figure 3. Mean perception of perceived geographic bias and its components, by
country.
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There is clear variation by country in perceptions of bias. We rescale the
individual perceived biases from 0–1 (to match the scale for overall perceived
bias), calculate the country-mean of each, and plot these in Figure 3. French
and German respondents perceive their governments to exhibit fairly low
levels of biases. In Germany and Spain, perceived urban and centre bias are

Table 4. Linear mixed regression of perceived geographic bias.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Perceived
geographic
bias (0–1)

Perceived
geographic bias

(0–1)

Perceived
geographic bias

(0–1)

Perceived
geographic bias

(0–1)

Rural 0.02** (0.01) 0.02** (0.01) 0.02** (0.01) 0.02** (0.01)
Peripherality – distance
from capital (relative,
0–1)

0.02* (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02* (0.01) 0.04*** (0.01)

Relative deprivation:
income as % of
national average
(reversed)

0.02** (0.01) 0.02* (0.01) 0.02* (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)

Right-left (0–1) 0.08*** (0.01) 0.06*** (0.01) 0.06*** (0.01)
Trust in government (0–
1)

−0.10*** (0.01) −0.09*** (0.01) −0.09*** (0.01)

Populist attitudes (0–1) 0.12*** (0.01) 0.12*** (0.01) 0.12*** (0.01)
Populist party identifier 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
Governing party
identifier

0.00 (.) 0.00 (.)

Opposition party
identifier

−0.01 (0.01) −0.01 (0.01)

No party ID −0.00 (0.01) −0.00 (0.01)
Female 0.01* (0.00) 0.01* (0.00)
Age (rescaled 0–1) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)
University degree 0.02*** (0.01) 0.02*** (0.01)
Employed 0.00 (.) 0.00 (.)
Unemployed 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01)
Retired 0.00 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
Other 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
Religious −0.02*** (0.01) −0.02*** (0.01)
Married −0.01 (0.01) −0.01 (0.01)
France 0.00 (.)
Croatia 0.05*** (0.01)
Germany −0.01 (0.01)
Spain 0.02 (0.01)
UK 0.03*** (0.01)
None 0.00 (.)
E Germany 0.03 (0.01)
Wales −0.03 (0.03)
Catalonia −0.00 (0.02)
Basque Country 0.02 (0.03)
Galicia 0.03 (0.03)
Navarre −0.02 (0.04)
Aragon 0.05 (0.04)
Bavaria −0.03* (0.01)
Observations 3840 3840 3840 3840
L2 units (postcodes) 2969 2969 2969 2969
Residual ICC (L2) .42 (.35, .50) .42 (.34, .50) .42 (.34, .51) .41 (.33, .49)

Note: Standard errors in brackets.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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very similar. But in Croatia and especially Britain, perceptions of bias towards
the centre specifically are much higher than towards urban areas generally. In
Britain, perceptions of centre bias rival those for rich bias, but British respon-
dents are outliers in their weak perception of urban bias.

We move now to the key part of our analysis: exploring the predictors of
PGB, employing multilevel linear regression (see Table 4). In Column 1, we
include only geography variables (rurality, distance from capital, and regional
relative deprivation). In Column 2, we add the remainder of our key indepen-
dent variables. In Column 3, we add all other individual-level controls, and in
Column 4, we add dummies for country and relevant region dummies. We
consider the findings of Column 4 to be most robust and therefore place
greatest weight on these for hypothesis testing; however, in general, we
should be more confident of a predictor’s association with perceived bias if
it also occurs in more weakly controlled models (and hence also ascribe
some importance to Columns 1, 2 and 3).

First, our theory anticipates a role for individual-level political attitudes
and identities. H1 states that the more left-wing, the stronger the perception
of bias. Our models find support for this expectation: moving from right to
left in ideological self-placement has positive and highly significant associ-
ations (β = 0.06, p < 0.001) with PGB. Next, H2 posits that the higher the level
of populist attitudes, the stronger the perception of geographical bias. This
expectation was also supported, as moving from the least to the most
populist position was associated with significantly higher PGB (β = 0.12, p
< 0.001). Given that all variables run from 0 to 1 (whether scale or
dummy), we can determine that this is the strongest association in our
model.

Perhaps surprisingly, given this association with populist attitudes, we did
not find similar support for H3 (’perceptions of bias are stronger among suppor-
ters of populist parties’). Populist party identifiers were no higher in PGB than
non-populists. Given the risk of multicollinearity between the populist atti-
tudes and identification measure, we specified models retaining only the
party ID measure, but still found no association.

H4 states that the lower the level of trust in the government, the stronger the
perception of bias. We find considerable support for this expectation, as
increased trust was associated with lower PGB (β =−0.09, p < 0.001).

Finally, we posited that contextual factors would matter. Respondents in
rural postcode areas have higher perceived urban bias than those in urban
postcode areas (β = 0.02, p < .01), supporting H5a (‘Living in a rural area is
associated with stronger perceptions of geographic bias’). Column 4 also sup-
ports H5b (‘Living in a more peripheral area (further from the capital) is associ-
ated with stronger perceptions of geographic bias’), with relative distance
having a highly significant association with PGB (β = 0.04, p < 0.001). The
picture is slightly less clear for H5c (‘Living in a relatively deprived region is
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associated with stronger perceptions of geographic bias’). While there are sig-
nificant associations in Columns 1–3, these disappear when region/country
dummies are added.

Figure 4 presents all the above associations in graphical form. Readers
should also note our robustness checks using country-level clustering and
NUTS-3 level clustering, which generally increase our confidence in our
results (see Appendix D).

It may be informative to understand whether the predictors are the same
over different perceived biases. Table C1 (Appendix) shows results of fully
specified models of perceived urban, central and rich area bias. All the attitu-
dinal predictors have consistent associations with perceived bias across
items, albeit with slight variations in size. We still find no association with
populist party support. Associations for geography show most divergence.
The sole geographic predictor of perceived urban bias is living in a rural
area (β = 0.03, p < 0.001). Perceived central bias is predicted by relative depri-
vation and peripherality, the latter having a very strong association (β = 0.09,
p < 0.001). Perceived rich bias is, curiously, predicted by rurality/peripherality,
but not relative deprivation. There is some evidence then that respondents
have both meaningful overall bias perceptions and specific bias perceptions
shaped by living in particular (rural/peripheral) contexts.

One striking observation, based on the marginal predictions of these
models (which we could not make from Figure 4, as there is no true midpoint)
is that all groups on average perceive some bias towards urban, central and
rich areas. This goes for urban areas (perceiving pro-urban bias) and areas
close to the capital (perceiving pro-centre bias), while perceptions of pro-

Figure 4. Marginal predictions of perceived bias, based on Model 4 (Table 3).
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rich bias in rich areas are especially high (+2 on the −6/+6 scale). Figure C1
(Appendix) shows the marginal prediction plots.

We earlier showed that PGB and place resentment could be empirically
distinguished. In our modelling, we also find that the profiles of people
with high place resentment are rather different from those with high PGB.
We present a condensed version of the results in Table 5 (for full results,
see Table C2, Appendix). We find that place resentment is associated with
low trust, but unlike PGB, is not associated with left-wing voters or those
with populist attitudes. Most of all, it is associated with economically left-
behind places (the strongest predictor, with β = 0.08 and p < 0.001) and
other geographic dimensions matter less (indeed, rurality is associated with
less place resentment, ceteris paribus). Focusing on perceptions of bias there-
fore offers a very different (which is not to say superior) picture of the ‘politics
of place’ to the more common focus on place resentment.

Given that we have five countries in our sample, we can compare the
extent to which the predictors of PGB are consistent or divergent. This
approach acts as a robustness check on our main analysis (to ensure that
overall associations between PGB and a predictor are not driven by single
countries, for example) and a substantive line of enquiry: such an analysis
can help us understand how the politics of place is contested in individual
countries. Due to the small number of cases for individual countries (after
accounting for missingness) we restrict ourselves to bivariate analysis.

Results are shown in Figure 5. Due to space constraints, we do not
comment on all coefficients, but some notable findings emerge. Across all
countries, we find a consistent negative association with trust and positive
association with populist attitudes. This makes sense given that our theorised
mechanism for these factors is not contextually specific but based in an
understanding of trust/populism as dispositions. On the other hand, populist
party identification has inconsistent associations with PGB (positive in France/

Table 5. Linear mixed regression of perceived geographic bias and place resentment.
(1) (2)

Perceived
geographic bias

(0–1)
Place resentment

(0–1)

Rural 0.02** (0.01) −0.01* (0.00)
Peripherality – distance from capital (relative, 0–1) 0.04*** (0.01) 0.03** (0.01)
Relative deprivation: income as % of national average
(reversed)

0.00 (0.01) 0.08*** (0.01)

Right-left (0–1) 0.06*** (0.01) −0.01 (0.01)
Trust in government (0–1) −0.09*** (0.01) −0.04*** (0.01)
Populist attitudes (0–1) 0.11*** (0.01) 0.02 (0.01)
Populist party identifier 0.01 (0.01) −0.00 (0.01)
Observations 3527 3527

Note: Standard errors in brackets.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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Germany, null in Croatia/Spain, and negative in the UK).5 This makes sense
given that populist parties (even within a single party family) can have very
different voter bases between countries (Rooduijn, 2020). Notably, there
are also some differences in associations with geography. Germany is
especially notable for the fact that neither rural areas nor deprived areas
are higher in PGB, while PGB is associated with living closer to the capital
(against expectations); we return to these results in the Discussion.6

Discussion

This paper set out to explore and explain perceptions of government’s geo-
graphic biases along three major place-based cleavages: urban-rural, centre-
periphery, and richer-poorer. We conducted an original cross-national survey
using pairs of items to measure perceptions of bias against or in favour of
particular types of area over its opposite. We validated a scale of perceived
overall geographic bias, and conducted regression analysis of the contextual
and individual-level drivers of these perceptions. Our approach offers a
theoretical advance through linking resentment to feelings of geographic
bias by government. We support this by developing new survey measures
drawing on contextual data at a lower areal level as well as individual level
predictors.

Firstly, descriptive statistics illuminate the prevalence of bias perceptions
and how this compares across countries. Across five countries, nearly 7/10
respondents think government is biased towards richer areas and 6/10

Figure 5. Bivariate relationship between selected predictors and perceived bias, by
country.
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perceive bias towards the capital and its environs. However, for pro-urban
and anti-rural bias, which has been central to much of the previous literature,
we observe a weaker consensus (one in two) and lower intensity of belief.

We posited several hypotheses around individual-level political views and
perceived bias. The first hypothesis (H1), which anticipated that more left-
wing individuals would perceive more bias, was supported. To some
extent, government bias can act as a structural explanation for disadvantages
faced by left-behind, rural and peripheral areas: as those on the left generally
blame inequalities on systemic factors, this association can be viewed as con-
sistent. However, this finding should be contrasted with Cramer’s (2016)
finding that ‘rural resentment’ was associated with citizens’ preferences for
small government (a right-wing attitude).

We anticipated links between populism and perceptions of geographical
bias, through mechanisms of populist attitudes (H2) and identification with
populist parties (H3). The former expectation was supported, and held
across all countries. This reinforces the findings of de Lange et al. (2022)
and Huijsmans (2022), who both find relationships between populist atti-
tudes and place resentment. However, we found no statistical connection
between populist party identification and perceptions of geographical bias,
even when populist attitudes (a potential confounder) were removed from
the model. This is somewhat against the grain of the literature, but not
necessarily surprising. For example, the anti-elitism that we suspected
might fuel perceptions of bias is also found among non-populist voters
(Akkerman et al., 2014). We do, however, find support for H4, which
posited that the lower the level of trust in government, the stronger the per-
ception of geographical bias. This is consistent with claims that the geogra-
phy of discontent (such as in populist voting) represents an expression of
lack of trust in government.

Finally, in H5 (a–c), we predicted that the relative ‘losers’ of cleavage poli-
tics would have stronger perceptions of bias. We find that rurality and periph-
erality are linked to perceived bias but, surprisingly, regional relative
deprivation was a weak and inconsistent predictor. However, a key finding
is a degree of self-awareness among ‘winners’: even urban areas perceive
pro-urban bias by government, areas closest to the capital perceive ‘centre’
bias, and the most affluent areas perceive bias towards richer areas. Previous
literature suggests urban centres, as part of their weaker ‘place conscious-
ness’ (Munis, 2022), have weaker perceptions of being politically underrepre-
sented: our findings suggest that they may feel over-represented in some
cases.

We also conducted exploratory analysis of cross-country variation in per-
ceptions of geographic bias and in their correlates, a step beyond existing
single-country studies of resentment (e.g., de Lange et al., 2022; Munis,
2022). The strength of feeling around different cleavages varied by country:
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for example, Britain is a clear outlier, with an especially weak sentiment of
pro-urban bias. By contrast, people in Britain hold strong beliefs in govern-
ment’s bias towards the capital, rivalled only by Croatians. This sense of
central dominance may be related to two factors: (a) the size of London/
Zagreb – each much larger than Madrid and Berlin as a share of the popu-
lation, and (b) the low level of authority granted to their regions. It is also
noteworthy that in Germany, rurality, relative deprivation and peripherality
were not associated with perceived bias as they were in other countries.
This may suggest that sentiments of neglect and bias by the centre have
been mitigated by its more limited role in distributing resources to and
making decisions for other regions, given the structure of its federal
government.

The main limitations of our study might be identified as the following. Our
survey considers only five countries in only one global region (Europe), and
the empirical findings cannot be taken as representative of any category of
nations (be they ‘Western’, ‘democracies’, ‘European’ and so on). With so
few countries, we cannot ascertain any systemic features that aggravate or
mitigate the sense of bias, and our comments above regarding regional auth-
ority and federalism are speculative.

Most importantly, our analysis is correlational. While geographic location is
exogenous to perceived bias, trust, populism, ideology and populist attitudes
are not and there is a clear possibility of reverse causality. For this reason, our
hypotheses and analysis are framed in terms of ‘associations’ rather than
‘effects’. The correlational explorations are nonetheless worthwhile in them-
selves, particularly as they highlight that the voters concerned with govern-
ment’s unfairness towards left-behind places are not overwhelmingly (as they
have been characterised in some literature) right-wing populist supporters.
Causal evidence is not required for such a claim, although it would undoubt-
edly be valuable to develop panel studies and experiments, allowing us to
better understand the causes and consequences of place-related political
attitudes.

Conclusion

Perceptions of geographic bias of government are widespread. Clear
majorities believe that government is biased towards rich areas and capital
cities, while around half of respondents perceive there to be bias against
rural areas. These attitudes are distinct from ‘place resentments’ focusing
on the perceived treatment specifically of the area one lives in, and have
different predictors. Our analysis shows that the strongest predictors of per-
ceptions of geographical bias are lack of trust in government, populist atti-
tudes, holding left-wing ideological views, and living in rural and peripheral
(but not deprived) areas.
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Interestingly, we do not find any association between being a supporter of
a populist party and perceiving bias against particular areas. This finding may
suggest that, although populist politicians seem more comfortable railing
against an affluent metropolitan elite, the argument around neglected
places is not ‘owned’ by populists. Instead, we find that left-wing ideology
is a strong predictor of perceived geographical biases. Perhaps, then, deploy-
ing the argument that government is rigging the system towards some areas
over others can also be an extension of classic left opposition to inequality.
For some left-liberal parties, there is a potential dilemma here in not alienat-
ing a base of urban or capital city degree-holders by appearing to attack their
privilege (Cruddas, 2019). For example, in Britain, some Labour figures fear
that using rhetoric around government’s London-bias could hurt the
party’s prospects (Sleigh, 2021). However, we find no group of voters (includ-
ing urban/degree-educated ones) that are firmly at odds with the idea that
government exhibits bias towards particular geographical areas. As such,
an opportunity for political mobilisation remains open as much to the left
as the right, though the crux may lie in identifying authentic messengers.
Nonetheless, it is important to remember that resentments are multifaceted:
it is likely that populists are best-placed to capitalise on elements centred on
perceptions of low status and recognition by others in society, which can be
mobilised by rhetoric against ‘liberal metropolitan elites’ avoided by most
mainstream parties.

Despite the insights of this paper, much remains unknown and requires
future investigation. Our original survey instruments appear to work well,
but there may be other formulations that better capture feelings of resent-
ment about the attention, resources, or status afforded to particular areas.
There may also be other groupings of regions or area types that better encap-
sulate the specific geographical cleavages in each country. There would also
be value in using open-ended responses and qualitative methods such as
focus groups to understand how citizens come to these judgements, and
whether and how they inform political choices. Our survey focuses on
national governments, whereas attitudes to the European Union and poten-
tially other supranational organisations can follow different regional and indi-
vidual-level patterns (Dellmuth, 2023, this issue). Future developments of this
approach will help us to understand the causes and consequences of percep-
tions of bias against left-behind places, and how these underpin the geogra-
phy of discontent.

Notes

1. Concrete data is rare, but Canadian census data reveals rates of rural-to-urban
commuting were 16x higher than urban-to-rural commuting. See Harris et al.
(2008).
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2. All respondents gave their informed consent to be surveyed. Both surveys
received ethical approval by the University of Southampton Faculty of Social
Sciences Ethics Committee, ERGO code 61735.A1.

3. The UK is no longer included in European statistical products. Hence, we find a
similar UK statistical geography and apply a similar process. LSOAs are only
available for England and Wales, not Scotland or Northern Ireland.

4. The survey fieldwork in Germany was conducted shortly after the German
federal elections in 2021, but the Scholz government had not yet been
formed, so CDU/CSU and SDP are treated as ‘government’ partisans (as the
parties forming the coalition between 2017 and 2021).

5. The specific finding for Great Britain here may be a ‘Brexit effect’, as populist
parties in the UK are overwhelmingly strongly Eurosceptic in their own position
and supporter base. Brexit, UKIP and BNP supporters may have been placated
by government Brexit ‘success’ at this point in time, and more inclined to
believe that the government could deliver ‘levelling-up’ of left-behind
regions in Britain (a key post-Brexit promise).

6. A specific factor driving this unexpected effect for distance, besides the federal-
ism argument, may be the unique position of East Germany in being geographi-
cally central yet left-behind. We would not expect this to explain the lack of a
relative deprivation or an urban-rural effect on perceived bias, however.
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